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Abstract

Subtext is a kind of deep semantics which can001
be acquired after one or more rounds of ex-002
pression transformation. As a popular way of003
expressing one’s intentions, it is well worth004
studying. In this paper, we propose two subtext-005
related tasks which are termed “subtext recog-006
nition” and “subtext recovery” and make a007
clear definition for their purposes. Moreover,008
we build a Chinese dataset whose source data009
comes from popular social media (e.g. Weibo,010
Netease Music, Zhihu, and Bilibili) and pro-011
pose a new evaluation metric termed “Two-012
stages Annotation Evaluation” (TAE) for the013
validation of a multi-turn annotation process.014

1 Introduction015

Subtext is a kind of deep semantics for expressing016

emotions, describing opinions and conveying inten-017

tion, which is widely used in text and conversations.018

However, the subtext can not be directly obtained019

from the text sequence, which makes it difficult to020

be analyzed by machine learning methods. As far021

as we know, in the field of natural language process-022

ing (NLP), the research on subtext has never been023

mentioned. In this paper, we put forward the con-024

cept and metrics of subtext analysis and divide it025

into two tasks, i.e., subtext recognition and subtext026

recovery.027

The subtext is widespread in English and Chi-028

nese where the two languages meet high level029

agreement on the definitions, which can be sum-030

marized as "implicit meaning of a text, often a031

literary one, a speech, or a dialogue". The “im-032

plicit meaning” is a kind of deep semantics ob-033

tained after one or more transformations. We de-034

fine some notations to represent this process, 𝑠 is035

a sequence containing subtext, 𝑐 is a context se-036

quence or background of 𝑠, 𝑓 (·) is the function037

of extracting the sequence meaning and 𝑐𝑜 is the038

common knowledge. A sequence contains sub-039

text when 𝑓 (𝑠 |𝑐𝑜) ≠ 𝑓 (𝑐 ⊕ 𝑠 |𝑐𝑜), where ⊕ de-040

notes the process of information fusion. As the 041

common knowledge is always encoded into the 042

embedding of text, we abbreviate the formula as 043

𝑓 (𝑠) ≠ 𝑓 (𝑐 ⊕ 𝑠). 𝑐 represents the previous and 044

latter sentences of the target, or the description of 045

background information of the target. In advance, 046

we can obtain the original meaning of a sequence 047

by the following steps. 1.If there are rhetoric words, 048

replace them with plain words. For example, re- 049

place metaphorical words with the corresponding 050

entities, and replace satirical words with negative 051

forms; 2. Analyse the result of the first step, and 052

infer the deep hidden meaning, which is related 053

to the context and background knowledge of other 054

complex text information. 055

We show some examples containing subtext to 056

facilitate understanding in Table 1, where the col- 057

umn ‘comment’ is the target sequence to analyze, 058

and the column ‘context’ is the context of com- 059

ment. The first example in Table 1 means that I will 060

overcome difficulties and become your boyfriend, 061

not that I want to cross a wall literally. There is 062

background information that this comment is about 063

a love song from NetEase Cloud music. There- 064

fore, we take the background as 𝑐. The meaning 065

of 𝑠 on with 𝑐 is “I love you no matter what diffi- 066

culties I will meet”. According to the definition, 067

𝑓 (𝑠) ≠ 𝑓 (𝑐 ⊕ 𝑠) so that the target sequence 𝑠 con- 068

tains subtext. The original meaning of 𝑠 can be 069

obtained by the following process: firstly, replace 070

the metaphorical words “墙(the wall)” and “跨 071

过(cross)” with “difficulties” and “overcome”, re- 072

spectively; secondly, infer according to the context. 073

We get that the speaker wants to overcome difficul- 074

ties to go into another girl’s heart, which can be con- 075

cluded as “I want to be your girlfriend/boyfriend, 076

and I will overcome difficulties”. This example con- 077

tains metaphors. However, metaphor only makes 078

us get that “wall” means “difficulty”, but subtext 079

analysis makes us get that “I love you”. To show 080

that subtext does not appear with metaphor, we 081
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Table 1: Annotation samples, where “subt”, “sarc”, “meta”, “exag”, “homo”, “emot”, “sent”, “other” stand for
“subtext”, “sarcasm”, “metaphor”, “exaggeration”, “homophonic”, “emotion”, “sentiment” and other kinds of
“rhetoric” respectively.

No. comment context subt sarc meta exag homo emot sent other
1 你的心里有一道墙，我要跨过

这道墙(If there is a wall in your
heart, I want to cross it)

来自网易云的情歌。 (A love
song from NetEase Cloud music.)

1 -1 1 -1 -1 anticipation 0 -1

2 你隔岸观火却不救我 (You
watched the fire from the other
side but didn’t save me)

来自网易云的情歌。 (A love
song from NetEase Cloud music.)

1 0 1 -1 -1 sad -1 -1

3 好家伙，起码9年 (On my god!
At least nine years)

1个月一期，一共一百期，
追个几年没问题了[doge] (The
video series is updated once a
month, and there are 100 items
in total. It’s no problem to chase
it for a few years [doge])

1 1 -1 -1 -1 None 0 -1

take the third case in Table 1 for example. 𝑠 liter-082

ally means that the time is at least nine years. The083

meaning of 𝑠 under the context is that the video084

is updated so slowly. According to the definition,085

𝑓 (𝑠) ≠ 𝑓 (𝑐 ⊕ 𝑠) so that the target sequence 𝑠 con-086

tains subtext. Besides, “I burn you” is another087

example in English, who contains subtext without088

metaphor. It means that we win the debate.089

This paper introduces an enlightening research090

to determine whether a sentence contains subtext.091

We define the process of learning a judge function092

𝐽 for whether 𝑓 (𝑠) equals to 𝑓 (𝑐 ⊕ 𝑠) as subtext093

recognition, which is a sub-field of text classifica-094

tion. The research of the transformation process for095

obtaining the original meaning of subtext is defined096

as subtext recovery.097

In this paper, a Chinese corpus for subtext recog-098

nition is constructed. This dataset provides both099

coarse-grained and fine-grained labeling for each100

Chinese sequence, where the coarse-grained label-101

ing contains subtext (0) or non-subtext (1) and the102

fine-grained labeling can be used to recognize what103

kinds of subtext it is.104

Contribution: As far as we know, we are the105

first to analyze whether a sentence contains sub-106

text. Such analysis empowers machines to know107

what people really mean, which can make machine108

translation and sentiment analysis more accurate.109

Our contribution in this paper can be summarized110

as follows:111

• We put forward text subtext analysis in the112

field of NLP and divide it into two tasks which113

can be solved by the existing NLP models.114

• We build a Chinese subtext dataset (CSD-115

Dataset) from popular social media, and eval-116

uate its quality. Moreover, CSD-Dataset can117

be used in many tasks including emotion118

analysis, subtext analysis, sarcasm analysis, 119

metaphor analysis, homophonic analysis and 120

exaggeration analysis. 121

• We evaluate the reliablility of CSD-Dataset by 122

three different methods and make a detailed 123

statistical analysis on it. 124

2 Related Work 125

2.1 Dataset Construction 126

(Kant et al., 2018) constructs their emotional data- 127

set by proposing a multidimensional model, classi- 128

fying the feelings into eight classes including anger, 129

fear, disgust, trust, joy, surprise, anticipation, and 130

sad, which meet high agreement with the setting 131

in (Plutchik, 1984). (Lin and Hsieh, 2016) uses 132

a crowdsourcing method to build sarcasm corpus. 133

In (Nakov et al., 2013), they annotate the sentence 134

with three classes including positive, negative and 135

neutral or objective. (Rosenthal et al., 2017) labels 136

each tweet as positive, negative, neutral or junk. 137

(Öhman et al., 2020) constructs a dataset for senti- 138

ment analysis and emotion analysis, in which the 139

authors evaluate the dataset by constructing a clas- 140

sification model based on Support Vector Machine 141

or BERT (Devlin et al., 2019). We construct our 142

data-set according to the works mentioned above. 143

2.2 Related Task 144

Metaphor Detection: The main purpose of 145

metaphor detection (Rei et al., 2017) is to judge 146

whether a sentence contains metaphorical objects. 147

In advance, token-level metaphor analysis (Stowe 148

and Palmer, 2018; Mosolova et al., 2018; Mao et al., 149

2019) attempts to recognize the position of ontol- 150

ogy and metaphorical objects in a sentence, similar 151

to the first step of subtext analysis. However, the 152

goals of them are different. The goal of subtext 153
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analysis is judging whether a sentence contains im-154

plicit meaning. Different from metaphor detection,155

subtext analysis will find the position of subse-156

quence of text which conveys the implicit mean-157

ing. Take the first example in Table 1 for example,158

metaphor analysis identifies“wall” as the figurative159

expression of “obstacles”. However subtext anal-160

ysis identifies “I love you”. Moreover, from the161

examples in the introduction, it can be easily found162

that there is no relation between inclusion and be-163

ing included for subtext and metaphor.164

Sentiment Analysis: The purpose of sentiment165

analysis is to analyze the attitudes, sentiments, emo-166

tions and so on of people (Zhang et al., 2018; Liu,167

2012). In general, the sentiment analysis is either to168

judge whether the attitudes are positive or negative,169

or to judge whether the emotions are happiness or170

sadness or other kinds of feelings.171

MultiWords Expression and Idiomatic Analy-172

sis: Multiwords Expression (MWEs) is a basic173

semantic unit, which meets high agreement of con-174

ventionality accordding to (Calzolari et al., 2002),175

which can be used as a feature of subtext analy-176

sis. For example, “隔岸观火 (You do not help me177

while I am struggling.)” is a multiwords expres-178

sion in example 2. Idiomatic analysis (Levorato179

et al., 2004) analyses a fix expressions, of which180

the meaning is consistent in different context. But181

it’s not suitable for subtext. Although the words182

and orders are the same, different contexts will de-183

termine whether there is a subtext. Besides, MWEs184

and idiomatic analysis denote the language phe-185

nomenon that 𝑓 (𝑠) = 𝑓 (𝑐 ⊕ 𝑠), which shows that186

our definition is reasonable inversely.187

3 Chinese Subtext Dataset188

3.1 Data Collection189

To collect as much data as possible, we grabbed190

the comment data from the hot lists of four ma-191

jor websites (Weibo, NetEase Music, BiliBili and192

Zhihu), in which the quality of comments is higher193

than other lists. In order to analyze the comment194

with multiple sub-comments, we retained the struc-195

ture information of the source comment, including196

comment, comment ID, context, context ID, and197

the source of comment. Finally, we collected about198

70,000 comments.199

3.2 Annotation Processing200

Anonymity: To protect the personal identity in-201

formation of users, we remove the annotation ID,202
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Figure 1: The ratio of different labeling information.
The horizontal axis represents numbers, and the vertical
axis represents different labels.

parent ID and the nickname of users from a piece 203

of data. But we do not remove all names in com- 204

ments which are popular in our daily life, such as 205

the name of an idol. 206

Annotation methods: To prevent subjective influ- 207

ence, each comment was labeled by three people 208

independently and then the three different labels 209

were checked by other people. We call it Two- 210

Stages Labeling Process (TSL). In order to avoid 211

the diversity of expression, we have defined all cat- 212

egory labels, and only one of them can be selected 213

as the category results for annotations. In the first 214

phase of TSL, three people are asked to label inde- 215

pendently. In the second phase of TSL, the fourth 216

person annotates the text according to the three la- 217

beling results. There are several situations in the 218

second phase: 1. all the labels are the same, then 219

we adopt them; 2. all the labels are different, then 220

we delete this comment or relabel this comment; 3. 221

Part of labels are different, then we re-annotate it; 222

4. if one data is labeled twice and it still specious, 223

we delete it. 224

Category Label Some of the annotation samples 225

are displayed in Table 1. Subtext is often accom- 226

panied with some rhetorical words, so we label the 227

most commonly used rhetorical information, which 228

can be used to identify and analyze subtext. There- 229

fore, we annotate a comment with eight kinds of 230

information: subtext, sarcasm, metaphor, exagger- 231

ation, homophonic, sentiment, emotion, and other, 232

where other is the unified category of other rhetor- 233

ical methods that appear less than 50 times. In 234

details, subtext, sarcasm, metaphor, exaggeration, 235

homophonic and sentiment are marked with three 236
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tags: Tag (1) means that the sentence contains the237

corresponding information; Tag (-1) means that the238

sentence does not contain the corresponding infor-239

mation; Tag (0) means unsure. We label 8 kinds240

of emotional information as (Kant et al., 2018;241

Plutchik, 1984) did. Moreover, we also add None242

to indicate that there is no obvious emotional ex-243

pression in the text. The sentiments are annotated244

like (Nakov et al., 2013; Rosenthal et al., 2017).245

Eventually, we get 8843 annotated comments after246

removing useless data.247

Table 2: The score of different evaluation methods.

type sarc meta subt exag homo sent other
Kappa 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.71 0.61 0.73 0.26
TAE 0.81 0.56 0.50 0.88 0.95 0.64 0.93
F1,𝑆𝑉𝑀 0.51 0.50 0.47 0.50 0.53 0.54 0.49

3.3 Quality Evaluation248

In order to ensure the quality of labeling, TSL is249

adopted in this paper. To evaluate the reliability, we250

uses Kappa score as (Ghanem et al., 2019; Kho-251

dak et al., 2018; Webster et al., 2018) did. When252

using Kappa score, we treat the four annotation253

results equally. Besides, to follow (Öhman et al.,254

2020), we use 𝐹1 score whose inputs are predic-255

tions generated by Support Vector Machine (SVM)256

and ground truth annotated by the fourth annota-257

tor, as one of evaluation metrics. The implemen-258

tation of SVM and the computation of 𝐹1 score259

are supported by scikit-learn library (Pedregosa260

et al., 2011). Moreover, we train the SVM clas-261

sifier by 5-fold-cross-validation. Considering the262

shortcoming of Kappa score (Artstein and Poe-263

sio, 2008; Sim and Wright, 2005): if the data is264

extremely imbalanced, the Kappa score will be low,265

even when the annotations meet high agreement,266

this paper introduces an evaluation metric which267

is termed the Two-Stages Annotation Evaluation268

(TAE). To avoid the influence of data imbalance,269

TAE evaluates the dataset by a sequence-wise score270

and calculates the average of the whole sequence.271

We put the details of TAE in Appendix A.272

3.4 Dataset Analysis273

Figure 1 displays the ratio of different classes for274

different labeling information. It is obvious that the275

distribution of different classes is extremely imbal-276

anced, which will cause a problem of a high agree-277

ment but a low score in Kappa (Sim and Wright,278

2005; Feinstein and Cicchetti, 1990). Therefore,279

we combine the evaluation results of TAE score 280

, Kappa score and 𝐹1 score and come to the con- 281

clusion that our corpus is reliable. The evalua- 282

tion results of three different evaluation metrics are 283

shown in Table 2. All of them show that our dataset 284

is reliable. The range of 𝐹1 score is from 0.47 to 285

0.54, where subtext gets the lowest score, senti- 286

ment gets the highest score. The score of 𝑠𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑚, 287

𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, ℎ𝑜𝑚𝑜𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐 and 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 are high 288

in TAE, but is low in Kappa for the degrees of 289

which the corresponding data imbalance are more 290

obvious. The scores of the evaluation metrics for 291

subtext show that it is tougher to annotate than other 292

information. Besides, we analyze the overlapping 293

situation of instances in one data type and another. 294

The overlapping results are displayed in Figure 2, 295

where the metaphor as the closest task to subtext 296

only shows half overlapping ratios. Therefore, the 297

subtext is relatively independent from other seman- 298

tic features. Moreover, we compute the Spearman 299

coefficient between different classes as shown in 300

Figure 3 where subtext is more related to sarcasm 301

(0.53) and metaphor (0.55) than others.
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Figure 2: The ratios of overlap between type1 and type2.
sarc meta subt homo exag other
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Figure 3: The Spearman coefficients.

302

4 Conclusion 303

In this paper, we put forward the new problems 304

which are called “subtext recognition” and “sub- 305

text recovery”. We collect data from the popular 306

Chinese social media, annotate them for many tasks 307

including subtext analysis, sarcasm analysis and so 308

on, and use three methods to evaluate the reliability. 309

We also propose a new evaluation metric, TAE, to 310

avoid the impact of data imbalance. 311
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A Appendix426

A.1 The Details of TAE427

TAE Score: To compute TAE score, we first define428

the two values for single annotation records.429

• Agreement: It is defined as the ratios of label-430

ing results in the first round with agreement to431

the second round and the number of the possi-432

ble labels. Let 𝐿1 = {𝑙11, 𝑙12, · · · , 𝑙1𝑛} be the433

labeling results of the first round annotation,434

𝑙2 be the labeling result of the second round435

annotation. The agreement for the 𝑖-th records436

is computed as:437

agr𝑖 =
| {𝑙1 𝑗 |𝑙1 𝑗==𝑙2; 𝑗=1,2, · · · ,𝑛} |

𝑛
. (1)438

• Randomness: It is defined as the ratios of the439

number of all the label types in the first round440

without the the second round agreement and441

the number of all the possible label types. Let442

ls(s) be the function of turning a list into a set,443

and 𝑠 be a list. Let Li1 = [𝑙11, 𝑙12, · · · , 𝑙1𝑛] be444

the tabular form of 𝐿1, and Li2 to be tabular445

form of 𝐿2 = {𝑙2}. The randomness for the446

𝑖-th records is computed as:447

rad𝑖 =
ls(Li1) \ ls(Li2)
ls(Li1) ∪ ls(Li2)

. (2)448

To be a validation metric, TAE should satisfy the449

following properties:450

• Monotony. TAE score should be monotoni-451

cally increasing with respect to the agreement.452

TAE score should be monotonically decreas-453

ing with respect to the randomness as well.454

• Boundness. TAE score should be robust about455

randomness and consistency so that we can456

measure whether a data set is reliable.457

• Independence. TAE score should be indepen-458

dent of the ratio of positive samples and nega-459

tive samples, which is the main shortcomings460

of Kappa score.461

Consequently, we define TAE score as follows: 462

TAE =
exp(𝑎𝑔𝑟 − 𝑟𝑎𝑑) − 1/𝑒

𝑒 − 1/𝑒 (3) 463

agr =
∑𝑛

𝑖=1 𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑖

𝑛
(4) 464

rad =

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖

𝑛
. (5) 465

To illustrate TAE score is valid, we make some 466

simulation experiments. We execute the simula- 467

tions under different ratios of positive samples and 468

negative samples. Each simulation experiment de- 469

scribes how the validation score changes with re- 470

spect to the agreements in three classifications. As 471

shown in Figure 4, TAE score has stronger ability 472

of anti-unbalance than Kappa. Figure 4a, 4b and 473

4c show that the curve changes of Kappa score, 474

accuracy rate, and TAE score with respect to the 475

agreement under different ratios of positive sam- 476

ples and negative samples, respectively. Figure 477

4d shows that the performances of accuracy rate, 478

Kappa score, and TAE score in the same balanced 479

ratio of positive samples and negative samples, and 480

the ratio is 0.2. Figure 4b shows that accuracy is 481

linear increasing with respect to the agreement. It 482

does not consider the influence of randomness. Fig- 483

ure 4a and Figure 4c show that Kappa score and 484

TAE score are non-linear increasing with respect 485

to the agreement. Both of them consider the influ- 486

ence of randomness. Moreover, from Figure 4a, 487

we can find that Kappa score will be low when the 488

agreement is less than a high threshold about 96% 489

under the setting of an extremely imbalanced label 490

distribution, then the score will increase exploredly 491

when the agreement is above 96%. However, the 492

TAE score will not be influenced by the level of 493

imbalance, just like the accuracy rate. Figure 4d 494

shows that the accuracy rate is higher than Kappa 495

score and TAE score under the situation of the la- 496

bels distributing balanced. Furthermore, TAE has a 497

similar performance as Kappa. Therefore, TAE can 498

be used to evaluate the validation of our dataset. 499

We point out that the Kappa score means high reli- 500

ability if it is above 0.6. The corresponding score 501

of TAE is 0.53 with the same agreement and ran- 502

domness as Kappa whose score is 0.6. 503

A.2 Methods 504

In this section, we provide our method to deal with 505

subtext recognition. The main components are em- 506

bedding module, feature extracting module, mean- 507

ing extracting module and comparison module. We 508
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(a) Kappa Changes with Agreements.
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(c) TAE Changes with Agreements.
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(d) Comparison Of Kappa, Accuracy and TAE.

Figure 4: Validation Metrics Comparison. Pos rate means the ratio of positive samples and all samples.

use GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014), or BERT (De-509

vlin et al., 2019) as embedding module, use LSTM510

(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) as the fea-511

ture extracting module. Moreover, we use a linear512

function as meaning extracting module and use513

softmax as comparison module. The pseudo code514

is shown in Algorithm 1, where FeaExt is the fea-515

ture extracting module, Encode is the embedding516

module, Mean is the meaning extracting module517

and cls is the classification module. We run the518

experiment in GTX 1080ti. And we get the results519

that the precision score is 64.8, the recall score is520

69.9, the f1 score is 66.1. We release our code521

and dataset in https://anonymous.4open.522

science/r/ACL-codes-FDC0. More details523

can be found in it.

Algorithm 1 Judge whether a sentence is subtext

Input: context sequence 𝑐, target sequence 𝑠

𝑒𝑐 ← Encode(𝑐), 𝑒𝑠 ← Encode(𝑠)
𝑓𝑐 ← FeaExt(𝑒𝑐), 𝑓𝑠 ← FeaExt(𝑒𝑠)
𝑚𝑠 ← Mean(𝑒𝑠), 𝑚𝑐𝑠 ← Mean( [𝑒𝑐 : 𝑒𝑠])
𝑦 ← cls( 𝑓 ), 𝑓 ← [𝑚𝑠 : 𝑚𝑐𝑠]

Output: y ∈ R
524
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